The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' contractor JF Engineering will be mobilizing on Monday, June 19, 2017 to start repair work of the damaged levee structures within Reach 4D of the Los Angeles River Flood Control Channel. The work will take place inside of the Los Angeles River approximately 300 feet North of Los Feliz Blvd. The bike path on the West bank of the river will remain open and if construction access is needed at that location, it will be limited and appropriate measures will be taken to ensure the safety of the bicyclists and pedestrians are maintained. Approximately 1,700 feet of the levee crest on the East bank (corresponding northern and southern street limits are Rigali Ave and Los Feliz Blvd respectively) of the river adjacent to the Los Feliz golf course, will be closed during construction. The golf course parking lot on Los Feliz Blvd will not be affected. Haul routes will be through Brunswick Ave and Rigali Ave. The repairs are necessary to restore the structural integrity of the levees to ensure they function as designed in a storm event.
For everyone's safety, please refrain from entering active construction zone. We ask the public to show courtesy and respect toward our employees and contractors as we are all working toward the same goal: safety; security; and maintenance of our flood risk infrastructure for the benefit of our City residents.

For more information please visit the USACE Los Angeles District Operations Branch web page: www.spl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Operations/ as well as on social media outlets, including Facebook and Twitter (www.facebook.com/ladistrict and www.twitter.com/corpsladistrict), informing the public of the maintenance activities. We encourage the public to follow us on our social media sites and to visit our website for the most up to date information. For questions regarding the Corps maintenance activities within the Los Angeles River please leave a comment at AMoperations.Branch@usace.army.mil.